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DESIGNS
AWARD WINNING

With more Naval Architects, Industrial 
Designers, Marine Engineers, Industrial 
Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, and Design 
Engineers in one place than most tooling 
firms, DCMC is best known for its expertise in 
fiberglass tooling.

BEST known for its expertise in fiberglass 
tooling.

Our engineers have helped design some of 
the most interesting and complex composite 
structures around the world including 12 Boat of 
the Year Award winners. We continue to provide 
our expertise on current and future products, 
whether working with a preliminary sketch, a 
fully surfaced CAD file, or anything in between.
The design and engineering team brings concept 
to reality.
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With over 370,000 square feet of production 
space in Cape Coral and Sarasota, Florida, 
we employ over 350 established and talented 
designers, engineers, project managers, master 
carpenters, and trade craftsmen.

Capitalizing on over 40 years of experience, 
DCMC has a reputation for quality, 
performance, and integrity. The company 
assists manufacturers with:

• New Designs and Product Changes
• Plug and Mold Construction
• Repair and Refurbishment Of Current Tooling
• Engineering Design and Documentation
• Reverse Engineering

INTRO
• Metrology
• Mold and Part Laser Scan Validation
• Patterns and Cold Mold Kits
• Composite Part Production
• Advanced Composites

From design and engineering to the final 
product, our team of experts oversee every 
step in the process, ensuring your projects are 
constructed to your exact specifications. We 
are a full-service supplier. From large yacht 
hulls to small detailed parts, we produce 
and deliver quality products, with reliable 
delivery dates, at a fixed cost. Expect integrity, 
professionalism and high quality durable parts 
from the Fiberglass Tooling Experts at Marine 
Concepts.

DCMC is the most extensive and experienced 
composites-tooling and fiberglass parts 
manufacturer in the United States and abroad. 

TRAINING HELICOPTER
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With two 3-axis routers, and six 5-axis CNC 
milling machines, DCMC is capable of creating 
models and plugs quicker than manufacturers 
can produce them in-house. DCMC is capable of 
creating multiple components simultaneously 
thereby making it quicker for the manufacturer 
to produce their product. Getting your 
innovative product to market quicker is the 
game, and we are the champions at providing 
that service.

CNC MILLING
MILL 1
EEW 5-AXIS, 46’(X) x 12’(Y) x 10’(Z)

MILL 2
Motion Master 5-AXIS, 5’(X) x 12’(Y) x 2.5’(Z)

MILL 3
PaR M125 Gantry 5-AXIS, 60’(X) x 20’(Y) x 10’(Z)

MILL 4
PaR M125 Gantry 5-AXIS, 30’(X) x 15’(Y) x 8’(Z)

MILL 5
PaR M125 MR Series Gantry Mono Mast
5-AXIS, 30’(X) x 15’(Y) x 8’(Z)

MILL 6
CMS Poseidon, 5-AXIS, 68’(X) x 28’(Y) x 13’(Z)

3-AXIS
Thermwood Router, 48”(X) x 96”(Y) x 6”(Z)

3-AXIS
Komo VR510 Mach II, 60”(X) x 120”(Y) x 6”(Z)

Our COMMITMENT to state of the art technology 
is expressed in our tremendous investment in 
the most advanced software and equipment, as 
well as the professionals who operate them. 

3-5 AXIS MILLING ROCKET NOSE CONE PATTERN

RACE CAR BODY PATTERN
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The best molds, thus products, invariably start 
with the BEST plugs or patterns.

The trained mill operators and experienced 
carpenters at DCMC are artisans of their trade 
and the best in the industry. Whether a CNC 
milled plug or a traditional wood “stick-built” 
version, the finished model is the best in the 
business. While we are not the only company 
with 5-axis CNC capabilities, our plug finishing 
abilities truly set us apart.

PLUG BUILDING
Our highly trained project managers work with 
you through every step of the plug/pattern 
phase. Through this partnership, DCMC can 
speed up the timeline of your development by 
validating the functionality of the product, work 
with your hardware suppliers to ensure proper 
fits, and leverage its massive knowledge base 
to identify and correct problems before they 
materialize.

NON-SKID APPLICATION DOG WASH

360º MACHINED PLUG
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MOLDS A core group of SKILLED GEL-
COATERS, experienced laminators, 
and meticulous detailers team 
up to deliver world-class molds  
to our customers.

C U S T O M  M A D E

With changes in materials and methods, the 
mold-building process has become an even 
more exacting science. Customers may specify 
several tooling gel coats, coring materials, and 
turning fixtures. The final result is a top quality 
mold for producing top quality parts.

Our methods, what we consider as standard 
practice, create some of the toughest, longest 

lasting, most robust molds on the market. In 
addition, while our R&D has developed over 
the years what we consider the ideal molds for 
different applications, we are no stranger to 
“one-off” molds requested from our customers. 
Custom laminate schedules or resins are nothing 
out of the ordinary.

COMPOSITE & FIBERGLASS

END CAP TOOLING

MOLD RESURFACINGLRTM FLANGE DETAIL
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HELICOPTER NOSE TOOLING

SURFACE FAIRING

CUSTOM SPLIT-MOLD ON SITE MOLD DETAILING
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Reverse engineering is used to capture existing 
data on legacy parts, or parts that may have 
been modified or updated by hand.

MCDC uses state-of-the-art CMM Laser 
Trackers to assist in this data collection process. 

ENGINEERING
Once the data is acquired, skilled technicians 
translate it into a CAD environment and create 
a fully surfaced file. The CMM (Coordinate 
Measuring Machine) also performs exacting 
verification of parts or fixture alignment. 

REVERSE

CAPTURING EXISTING DATA

WIND BLADE DIGITIZATION
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Mock-ups and models are done in 
order for the customer to see and 
adjust designs before going to 
production.  These range in size from 
full scale, to be able to fit components, 
or smaller for aesthetics and tank 
testing.MODELS

MOCK-UPS &

HELICOPTER COCKPIT ATV MOCK-UP

42 SCALE MODEL PWC MOCK-UP
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PARTS
Our service offerings don’t stop at designs or custom 
tooling, rather we pride ourselves on maintaining the 
skill sets and equipment necessary to produce “first-
article” and limited production run parts. Our in-house 
fabrication team not only provides for validation of 
the tooling, but also vets the fabrication process to 
ensure fit, form and function so you won’t have to.  

LAMINATE DRY STACK

RIDE VEHICLE METAL INTEGRATION
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MEET THE TEAM

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY!

Design Concepts is an important supplier to FlightSafety 
International and instrumental in assisting with our composite 
tooling development and critical FRP parts fabrication. The 
quality of their workmanship, outstanding service, and on-
time delivery are most appreciated and highly valued. Our 
close working relationship with Design Concepts, and mutual 
commitment to increase efficiency and productivity, has enabled 
us to reduce costs and lead time for some of our most critical 
structures.

-Steve Phillips
FlightSafety International

SARASOTA

CAPE CORAL

“The team at Marine Concepts has 
assisted our engineering team for many 
years and has proven to be a creative and 
dependable resource for Chris Craft as we 
have introduced new models. We are very 
satisfied with their tooling expertise!” 

-Steve Heese,
President Chris Craft Boats



5-AXIS MILL WRIST ASSEMBLY & SPINDLE MOTOR

CONTACT DESIGN CONCEPTS AND ASK 
FOR ONE OF OUR PROJECT MANAGERS 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND A 
QUOTE FOR YOUR COMPOSITE TOOLING.

CAPE CORAL
2443 SW Pine Island Rd
Cape Coral FL 33991
239-283-0800

SARASOTA
6805 15th Street East
Sarasota, FL 34243
941-556-6311

DCMC-US.COM
INFO@DCMC-US.COM


